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With 320 l/min the new
MARINER 320 is the most
powerful portable compressor unit worldwide.
Maximum F.A.D. and little space
requirement
qualify
the
MARINER 320 to be the top choice
for large playing fields and
events with very high air
consumption.
MARINER 320 provides 4 filling
devices for the simultaneous
filling of 4 cylinders as standard
features.
The patented TRIPLEX P31 filter
system guarantees purest compressed air acc. to DIN EN 12021
and protects marker and storage
against dirt and corrosion.

KOMPRESSOREN
WINNER OF ALL DISCIPLINES
INDESTRUCTIBLE
The driving gear is suitable for short running as well
as continuous operation.
The 4stage construction and the heavy duty industrial
roller bearings guarantee maximum lifetime for professional paintball application.
The first stage and the high pressure final stage are
equipped with high-tech polymer piston rings, which
proved their outstanding wear and tear properties
during several endurance tests in an independent Quality
Inspection Centre.
The maintenance-free rigid oil pump guarantees
reliable lubrication.

extreme robust block

RESISTANT

vibration reducing motor rocker

NEW A newly developed, supra-light aluminium chassis
guarantees best protection against corrosion!
Inter- and after coolers made of stainless steel
resist toughest climatical conditions.
NEW The vibration reducing construction of the motor rocker
stands for smoothest compressor operation as well
as self-restretching of the v-belt.

MOBILE

ergonomic swing-out handles

NEW 140 kg* and 320 l/min F.A.D. make the MARINER 320
a mobile power pack.
NEW Swing-out, ergonomic handles offer best carrying comfort.

ECONOMIC
NEW A filter cartridge of the new SUPER-TRIPLEX P 31 fills
up to 230 cylinders.**
Optional: P 41 filter system for up to 530 cylinder
fillings. **
An easy to change oil micro-filter guarantees clean oil
even after hundreds of operating hours.
Super-TRIPLEX P 31
* petrol version approx. 140 kg / electric version approx. 158 kg
** 10 liter cylinder at 20°C ambient temperature
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